Extensive investigations show that QED3 exhibits dynamical fermion mass generation at zero temperature when the fermion flavor N is sufficiently small. However, it seems difficult to extend the theoretical analysis to finite temperature. We study this problem by means of Dyson-Schwinger equation approach after considering the effect of finite temperature or disorder-induced fermion damping. Under the widely used instantaneous approximation, the dynamical mass displays an infrared divergence in both cases. We then adopt a new approximation that includes an energydependent gauge boson propagator and obtain results for dynamical fermion mass that do not contain infrared divergence. The validity of the new approximation is examined by comparing to the well-established results obtained at zero temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well established that (3+1)-dimensional quantum electrodynamics (QED) can describe the electromagnetic interaction between charged elementary particles with very high precision. QED defined on (2+1)-dimensional space-time, dubbed QED 3 , is safer in the high-energy region than its (3+1)-dimensional counterpart. In particular, QED 3 is a superrenormalizable field theory and therefore free of ultraviolet divergence. Extensive investigations have found that QED 3 exhibits a number of interesting physical properties, such as dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , asymptotic freedom [2] , and permanent confinement [11, 20, 21] . Apparently, QED 3 is more like four-dimensional QCD than QED 4 . For this reason, QED 3 is often considered as a toy model of QCD 4 in the context of particle physics. More interestingly, QED 3 has proven in the past twenty years to be an effective low-energy model for several strongly correlated condensed-matter systems, including high-T c cuprate superconductors [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , spin-1/2 Kagome spin liquid [34, 35] , graphene [36] [37] [38] , quantum critical systems [39] , and Kane-Mele model with weak-extended Hubbard interaction [40] .
Although QED 3 can be well controlled in the ultraviolet regime, it encounters infrared problems since both Dirac fermions and U(1) gauge field are massless. For instance, the theory exhibits infrared divergence if the free gauge boson propagator is utilized in the perturbative calculations. Appelquist et al. showed that such an infrared divergence can be naturally erased by including dynamical screening effect of massless fermions into the effective gauge boson propagator [2] . Based on this scheme, Appelquist et al. [3] investigated the DysonSchwinger equation (DSE) of fermion self-energy func-tion, and found that the massless fermions acquire a finite dynamical mass, which induces DCSB, when their flavor is below certain threshold, N < N c . Most of the existing analytical and numerical calculations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] agree that the critical flavor is N c ≈ 3.5 at zero temperature.
In the application of QED 3 to condensed matter systems, DCSB is usually interpreted as the formation of Heisenberg quantum antiferromagnetism [26, [30] [31] [32] [33] . It was found that DCSB in QED 3 with finite gauge boson mass can still appear if the mass of the gauge boson is not large enough [41] . This model can describe the coexistence of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in high-temperature cuprate superconductors [41] .
The fate of dynamical mass generation at finite temperature [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] has also attracted considerable interest. Notice that finite temperature QED 3 is not only interesting from the viewpoint of quantum field theory, but of practical value since QED 3 has wide applications in condensed matter physics. An important problem is to estimate the critical temperature T c at which dynamical mass generation is destroyed by thermal fluctuation.
Unfortunately, the study of dynamical mass generation at finite temperature seems to be more difficult than the case of zero temperature. A main obstacle is that the Lorentz invariance is explicitly broken at finite temperature. The integration over 3-momenta k = (k 0 , k 1 , k 2 ) that appears in the DSE is replaced by an integration over 2-momenta k = (k 1 , k 2 ) and a summation over imaginary frequency k 0 = ω n , where ω n is the Mastubara frequency with n being an integer. As a consequence, the DSE becomes much more complicated, so it is usually necessary to make certain approximations to perform algebraic calculations. A number of different approximations have been proposed to study dynamical mass generation in finite temperature QED 3 [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . The most frequently used one is the so-called instantaneous approximation, which assumes that the gauge boson propagator is completely independent of energy,
In previous works [42] [43] [44] [45] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] , the transverse component of gauge boson propagator, ∆ ij , is usually ignored on top of the instantaneous approximation, i.e.,
Under these approximations, the DSE for fermion mass becomes much simpler and can be easily solved. However, as showed in Ref. [46] , the transverse component of gauge boson propagator ∆ ij , if incorporated in the DSE, induces an infrared divergence at finite temperature. To obtain convergent results, Lee proposed to simply neglect the contribution from ∆ ij [46] . However, neglecting the transverse component of gauge boson propagator is actually problematic. An important reason for QED 3 to exhibit dynamical fermion mass generation is that the gauge interaction is long-ranged, which is guaranteed by the gauge invariance. If the gauge boson acquires a finite mass, the dynamical fermion mass generation will be strongly suppressed [41] . At finite temperature, the Lorentz invariance is explicitly broken, then the longitudinal and transverse components of gauge boson propagator behave very differently [25] [26] [27] [57] [58] [59] : the former becomes short-ranged due to thermal screening, whereas the latter remains long-ranged as a consequence of gauge invariance. Therefore, the transverse component of gauge boson propagator should play more significant role than the longitudinal component at finite temperatures. This judgement is supported by the extensive recent analysis of nontrivial properties induced by gauge interaction [25] [26] [27] [57] [58] [59] . Overall, the transverse component of gauge boson propagator needs to be included in an appropriate manner in the study of dynamical fermion mass generation at finite temperature, which is the motivation of our work.
In this paper, we revisit the issue of dynamical mass generation in finite temperature QED 3 . In order to obtain physically meaningful results, we go beyond the widely used instantaneous approximation, and employ a new approximation that ignores the energy dependence of dynamical fermion mass, i.e., m(p 0 , p) → m(0, p), but maintains both the longitudinal and transverse components of gauge boson propagator. Different form the instantaneous approximation, the new approximation does not completely neglect the energy dependence of the gauge boson. After performing extensive numerical computations, we find that the dynamical fermion mass is free of divergence under the new approximation. We also examine the validity of the new approximation by comparing to the case of zero temperature, and show that it is better than the instantaneous approximation.
As aforementioned, QED 3 can serve as an effective low-energy field theory for several condensed matter systems [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In these systems, there are always certain amount of disorders, which couple to massless fermions and induce a finite damping rate. Disorders are responsible to the anomalous behaviors of a plenty of observable quantities of interacting systems of Dirac fermions [60] [61] [62] . Therefore, it is also interesting to study dynamical mass generation of QED 3 in the presence of disorders. To describe the influence of disorders, a finite fermion damping rate Γ is introduced to the fermion propagator Ref. [49] . As will be shown below, Γ plays analogous role as temperature T , so its effect on dynamical mass generation can be studied in a similar manner to the case of finite temperature.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give the Lagrangian and the relevant propagators. In Sec. III, we show that the dynamical mass is divergent under the instantaneous approximation if temperature or damping rate is finite. In Sec. IV, we solve the DSE for dynamical mass by invoking a new approximation, and find that the results are free of infrared divergence. The nature of the infrared divergence is also discussed. In Sec. V, we examine the validity of the new approximation by comparing to the case of zero temperature. In Sec. VI, we summarize the main results. Detailed calculations of polarization functions are given in Appendix A.
II. MODEL AND FEYNMAN RULES
The Lagrangian density for QED 3 with N flavors of massless Dirac fermions is given by
The electromagnetic tensor is related to vector potential
The fermion is described by a four-component spinor field ψ, whose conjugate spinor field isψ = ψ † γ 0 . The 4 × 4 gamma matrixes are defined as (γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 ) = (iσ 3 , iσ 1 , iσ 2 ) ⊗ σ 3 , which satisfy the standard Clifford algebra {γ µ , γ ν } = 2g µν with the metric being g µν = diag(−1, −1, −1). In (2+1) dimensions, there are two chiral matrices γ 3 and γ 5 [2, 63] ,
which anticommute with γ 0 , γ 1 and γ 2 . The Lagrangian shown in Eq. (3) respects a continuous U (2N ) chiral symmetry ψ → e iθγ3,5 ψ, where θ is an arbitrary constant. Once a finite fermion mass is dynamically generated, the global U (2N ) chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken down to its subgroup U (N ) × U (N ). In this paper, we consider a general large N and perform perturbative expansion in powers of 1/N . For convenience, we work in units with = k B = 1 and set the velocity v F ≡ 1.
In the Euclidian space, the free propagator of massless fermions is
at zero temperature. The free propagator of gauge boson can be written as
in the Landau gauge. After including the dynamical screening effect due to fermions, the effective gauge boson propagator takes the form
To the lowest order of 1/N -expansion, the polarization function can be obtained from the polarization tensor through the relationship
where Π(q) = αq with α = N e 2 8 [3] . Pisarski [1] first carefully studied DCSB in QED 3 by means of non-perturbative DSEapproach, and showed that DCSB takes place for any finite flavor N . However, subsequent analysis of Appelquist et. al. [3] found that DCSB can occur only when the fermion flavor N is smaller than a critical value N c , which is N c = 32/π 2 to the lowest order of 1/N -expansion. Nash [4] then examined the effect of next-to-leading order correction and obtained a critical flavor N c = (4/3)32/π 2 . Pennington et. al. [7, 8] included the wave renormalization function and claimed that DCSB can be realized for any flavor N , although the corresponding dynamical fermion mass decreases exponentially with increasing N . Nevertheless, their analysis ignored the influence of wave renormalization function on the polarization. Later, Maris [9] studied DCSB by solving a set of self-consistent DSEs for fermion propagator and polarization, which contain vertex corrections and therefore satisfy the Ward-Takahashi (WT) identities. The calculations of Ref. [9] arrived at a finite critical flavor N c ≈ 3.3, which is close to that of Ref. [3] . The key difference between the treatments of Pennington et al. [7] and Maris [9] is that the latter included the interaction correction to the polarization whereas the former did not. It turns out that an appropriate approximation plays a crucial role in the DSE analysis of DCSB. More refined calculations of Fisher et al. revealed a finite critical flavor N c ≈ 4 [10] . The gauge invariance of N c is also discussed [4, 11, 12] . Apart from the DSE approach, this problem can be studied by renormalization group method, which found that 3 < N c < 4 [14] . The critical flavor N c obtained in lattice Monto Carlo simulations [15, 16] is much smaller than that obtained by means of DSEs. However, Gusynin et al. argued that the difference is attributed to the finite volume effect introduced in lattice simulations [17] . It is fairy to say that, although there is still some debate [11, 12, 19] , most studies have obtained a finite critical flavor for DCSB in QED 3 , which is roughly N c ≈ 3.5 at T = 0.
As we go to finite temperature, the dynamical fermion mass is expected to be rapidly suppressed by thermal fluctuation. The temperature scale T c at which the dynamical mass vanishes defines the critical temperature.
At T = 0, we write the fermion propagator in the standard Matsubara formalism as
where k 0 = (2n + 1)πT with n being an integer. Here, we introduce a constant Γ to represent the fermion damping rate generated by disorder scattering. This quantity measures the strength of the fermion damping effect. For more explanation of the origin and the physical effect of the constant Γ, please see Ref. [49] . To the leading order of 1/N -expansion, the polarization tensor is given by (10) where q 0 = 2n ′ πT with n ′ being an integer and β = 1 T . The effective propagator of gauge boson now becomes
where
A µν and B µν are orthogonal and satisfy
The functions Π A and Π B are defined as
The calculational details of the relevant polarization functions are shown in Appendix A.
In the following, we will consider two approximations, namely the popular instantaneous approximation and a new approximation to be explained below. We neglect the energy-dependence of the polarization functions and also the feedback of dynamical mass to the polarization functions. Firstly, in the limit that q 0 = 0, Γ = 0, and m 0 = 0, the polarization functions are
We have used α = N e 2 8 . Secondly, in the limit that q 0 = 0, T = 0 and m 0 = 0, the polarization functions are
From these expressions, we can see that the fermion damping rate Γ plays a very similar role to temperature T , which allows us to study the effects of temperature and fermion damping using the same scheme. To simplify later calculations, we can further approximate Eqs. (16) and (17) by [44] 
where c 1 = 16 ln 2/π and c 2 = 2/3π. Analogously, Eqs. (18) and (19) can be approximated by
where c 3 = 4/3π. It can be checked numerically that expressions Eqs. (20)- (23) are very good approximations for both the high-and low-momentum behaviors of Eqs. (16)- (19) . In the following sections, we will use Eqs. (20)- (23) to analyze and numerically solve the DSEs for dynamical fermion mass at finite temperature and/or finite fermion damping rate.
III. DSE UNDER INSTANTANEOUS APPROXIMATION
In this section, we present the DSE for dynamical mass under the widely used instantaneous approximation. We will show that the solutions of DSE are divergent in the infrared region whenever T = 0 and therefore ill-defined. Such an infrared divergence also exists if T = 0 but Γ = 0.
The free fermion propagator is
Due to gauge interaction, the fermion may become massive and the propagator is renormalized to
Here, to the lowest order of 1/N -expansion, we neglect the wave renormalization function. Now,
with q 0 = p 0 − k 0 and q = p − k. Substituting Eqs. (24) and (25) into Eq. (27) , and then giving an explicit T -and Γ-dependence to the fermion mass, we obtain
In previous studies [42] [43] [44] [45] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] , the key assumption beneath the instantaneous approximation is to completely ignore the energy-dependence of gauge boson propagator. Apart from this approximation, the transverse component of gauge boson propagator is widely neglected, i.e.,
Now we follow the instantaneous approximation and drop the energy dependence of gauge boson propagator. Nevertheless, as illustrated in recent works on the nontrivial properties of QED 3 [25] [26] [27] [57] [58] [59] , the transverse component of gauge interaction plays more important role than the longitudinal component at finite temperature, since the latter becomes short-ranged after acquiring an effective thermal mass proportional to T . If T = 0 and Γ = 0, the longitudinal part of gauge interaction also becomes short-ranged due to static screening caused by disorder scattering. In any case, the gauge invariance ensures that the transverse component of gauge interaction is strictly long-ranged. It is therefore not appropriate to neglect the transverse component. For completeness, here we keep them both and write the gauge boson propagator as
The corresponding DSE becomes
.
Once the instantaneous approximation is adopted, the dynamical mass m completely loses its dependence on energy. Therefore, the frequency summation in the DSE can be written as
where X = β 2π Γ, and Y = β 2π
With the help of an identity
where ψ (z) is Digamma function, we get
Carrying out frequency summation leads to
This equation can be further simplified. First, we assume Γ = 0 and T = 0, and then rewrite the DSE as
where Im ψ
is used in the derivation. Secondly, at T = 0 and Γ = 0, we have = arctan ξ Γ . The similarity between the above two equations can be clearly seen. At T = 0, the constant fermion damping rate Γ can be considered as certain effective temperature. This is an important reason for us to discuss these two cases simultaneously in this paper.
To solve the DSE, it is convenient to introduce an infrared cutoff µ. This amounts to assume that the system has a finite volume [17, 66] . For finite µ, the dynamical fermion mass obtained from DSE is always free of infrared divergence. Our aim is to examine whether the dynamical mass is still well defined as µ → 0. We employ an infrared cutoff µ 1 for momentum |k| and replace |q| with |q| + µ 2 . Usually, µ 1 and µ 2 should satisfy µ 1 ∼ µ 2 . For simplicity, we assume µ 1 = µ 2 = µ. Now the DSE at Γ = 0 and T = 0 becomes
where ϕ is the angle between k and p. As usual, we choose Λ = α [3] . The DSE at T = 0 and Γ = 0 can be transformed analogously.
For different finite temperatures, the dynamical mass at the lowest momentum µ with N = 2 and N = 3 are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b) respectively. As µ → 0, m(µ) does not converge to a finite value, but is divergent. As T further decreases, m(µ) grows more slowly, but still divergent at finite T . For different values of Γ, the relations between m(µ) and µ with N = 2 and N = 3 are displayed in Fig. 2(a) and (b) respectively. Numerical calculations show that m(µ) is ill defined as µ → whenever Γ = 0. Apparently, the instantaneous approximation leads to divergent results.
IV. DYNAMICAL MASS GENERATION UNDER A NEW APPROXIMATION
We have shown in the last section that the widely used instantaneous approximation leads to infrared divergence in the dynamical fermion mass obtained at finite temperature or in the presence of a finite fermion damping rate, when both the longitudinal and transverse components of gauge boson propagator are adopted. It is therefore necessary to go beyond this approximation and seek a new approximation that could yield convergent results. We find it very helpful to employ a treatment utilized by Ref. [67] in the study of excitonic insulating transition in graphene [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . The key assumption of this treatment is to neglect the energy dependence of dynamical fermion mass, which was shown [67] to generate physically reliable dynamical mass for Dirac fermions.
Let us start from the DSE given by (28) . Now we assume the dynamical fermion mass does not depend on energy, namely
After making this approximation, the DSE (28) can be written in the following form
Notice the effective gauge boson propagator still retains an explicit energy dependence, which is thus different from the instantaneous approximation. However, the summation over k 0 cannot be performed exactly due to the complicated k 0 dependence of polarization functions. To further simplify the DSE, we drop the energy dependence of polarization functions, i.e.,
The DSEs then can be formally written as
in the case of T = 0 and Γ = 0, and to
in the case of Γ = 0 and T = 0. The infrared behaviors of these two equations will be further analyzed later. It is now straightforward to sum over k 0 , which leads us to the following expressions: Following the approach used in Sec. III, we introduce an infrared cutoff µ to Eqs. (46) and (46), and then solve these equations numerically. In the case that T = 0 and Γ = 0, the dependence of dynamical mass m(µ) on µ at finite T with N = 2 and N = 3 is shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b) respectively. As the infrared cutoff vanishes, µ → 0, m(µ) is saturated to certain finite values, which means the infrared divergence encountered under the instantaneous approximation does not exist under the new approximation. Analogous calculations can be carried out in the case that T = 0 and Γ = 0. We display the dependence of m(µ) on µ with N = 2 and N = 3 in Figs. 4(a) and (b) respectively. It is easy to see that m(µ) also approaches finite values as µ → 0. Apparently, the new approximation adopted in this section leads to convergent results for the dynamical fermion mass, and is therefore more reliable than the instantaneous approximation. We fix the infrared cutoff at µ = 10 Let us now analyze the origin of the infrared divergence. At T = 0 and Γ = 0, the DSE has the form
Since m is finite after dynamical mass generation and Π A (0, 0, T ) ∝ T in the low energy limit, the terms appearing in the first and second lines of the integral kernel are safe in the infrared region. However, the term appearing in the third line contains a potential infrared divergence. To make this transparent, we divide the summation over k 0 as follows,
Notice that q 0 = 2nT (n = 0) is always finite at finite T whenever n = 0, so the first term does not yield any infrared divergence. On the contrary, the second term is dangerous because Π B (q, T ) = a 1 q 2 with a 1 ∝
1
T for small momenta. We now simply focus on the potential divergent term, and find that
where c = 1 + a 1 . It is clear that this term is divergent as the infrared cutoff µ → 0. From the above analysis, we see that the infrared divergence of DSE comes from the zero-energy transfer processes mediated by the singular transverse component of gauge boson propagator. Lee [46] noticed the existence of infrared divergence, and then simply neglected the transverse component of gauge boson propagator. The same strategy is widely utilized in other works [42] [43] [44] [45] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] .
More recently, Lo and Swanson [69] also stressed the existence of infrared divergence and proposed to remove this divergence by choosing an appropriate temperature dependent gauge parameter. Their approach is basically equivalent to considering the following DSE,
which ignores the zero frequency (n = 0) contribution of the transverse component of gauge boson propagator. Careful numerical computation of this equation is interesting, but challenging since it is hard to sum over n and at the same time integrate over q with high precision. This is subjected to future investigation.
Under the new approximation, the DSE of dynamical mass is simply Eq. (43) . The denominator of the kernel of this equation contains a factor of k 2 0 = ((2n + 1)πT ) 2 , whose minimum is π 2 T 2 . We may consider this term as an effective thermal mass of gauge boson, i.e., m a ∝ π 2 T 2 , which serves as an infrared regulator and eliminates the potential infrared divergence of the dynamical fermion mass. This thermal mass exists only at finite T , and vanishes naturally as T → 0. To examine to what extent the new approximation is valid, we will show in the next section that Eq. (43) leads to results qualitatively consistent with those obtained at T = 0 [3] .
We then turn to the case of finite fermion damping rate. At T = 0, the DSE is given by Eq. (44) . The potential infrared divergence can only come from the second term in the bracket. The most singular part is represented by
. (49) In order to analyze potential infrared divergence, we replace Π B (q 0 , q, Γ) with Π B (q, Γ), then
For small momenta, Π B (q, Γ) behaves as Π B (q, Γ) = a 2 q 2 with a 2 ∝ 1 Γ . It is clear that the potential infrared divergence can be represented by
where c ′ = 1 + a 2 . As µ → 0, I 2 is definitely not divergent. This property should be fulfilled no matter what approximation is used to calculate the DSE.
Under the instantaneous approximation, the DSE is represented by Eq. (37), which contains the following singular contribution,
This function is divergent as µ → 0. Apparently, the instantaneous approximation brings an artificial infrared divergence that should not exist. Under the new approximation proposed by us, the DSE is given by Eq. (44) . The only possible singular part can be simply written as
which is not divergent and well consistent with Eq. (51). 
V. VALIDITY OF NEW APPROXIMATION
In Sec.IV, we have adopted a new approximation to study the DSE for dynamical fermion mass in the presence of finite temperature or finite fermion damping. Compared to the popular instantaneous approximation, the main advantage of the new approximation is that, it retains both the longitudinal and transverse components of gauge boson propagator, and at the same time leads to physically meaningful, convergent results. To further see this point, it is now interesting to make a more straightforward comparison between these two approximations.
In this section, we consider zero temperature QED 3 in the clean limit, namely T = Γ = 0. This model has already been extensively investigated, and the dynamical mass obtained from DSE is free of infrared divergence, which then can be considered as a reference to examine the reliability of the results obtained at finite temperature. For an approximation to be reliable, it should work well at both zero and finite temperatures. As T → 0, m(T ) oughts to approach a well-defined quantity m(0), which should be free of infrared divergence and as close in quantity as possible to that obtained directly at T = 0. We now examine whether the new approximation is valid according to this criterion.
If one neglects the feedback of fermion mass to the polarization functions, the DSE to the lowest order of 1/N -expansion is known to be [3] 
with Π(q) = αq. This equation was first solved in Ref. [3] , and the solution is very well known. Under the instantaneous approximation, the DSE is simplified to
with Π(|q|) = α|q|. Under the new approximation, the corresponding DSE is
where Π(q) also equals to α|q|. The dynamical fermion mass m(µ) as a function µ obtained in three cases are shown in Fig. 6 (a), represented by lines with different colors. We notice that m(µ) is saturated to finite values in all these three cases when µ → 0. However, the fermion mass obtained in the new approximation is closer to that obtained directly from Eq. (55) than the instantaneous approximation. It seems that both of these two approximations lead to convergent results for dynamical mass. Nevertheless, we still need to examine whether these results are robust against higher order corrections. We then include the feedback of dynamical fermion mass to the polarization. The polarization appearing in Eq. (55) becomes
and the polarization appearing in Eqs. (56) and (57) can be obtained by replacing q of Π(q, m 0 ) with |q|. In addition, m 0 is substituted by m(µ). The dependence of dynamical mass m(µ) on µ is depicted in Fig. 6(b) . We find that m(µ) diverges as µ → 0 under the instantaneous approximation. Nevertheless, m(µ) obtained in the other two cases does not exhibit infrared divergence and remains finite as µ → 0. These results further demonstrate that the instantaneous approximation yields unphysical results, and that the new approximation is more reliable.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have studied dynamical fermion mass generation in QED 3 after including the effects of finite temperature or finite fermion damping rate. Many previous DSE calculations of dynamical fermion mass adopted an instantaneous approximation, which is often accompanied by simply ignoring the transverse component of gauge interaction [42] [43] [44] [45] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . As already explained in the context, at finite temperature or at a finite fermion damping rate, the longitudinal component of gauge interaction becomes short-ranged due to static screening, whereas the transverse component of gauge interaction remains long-ranged as required by the local gauge invariance. It is therefore not appropriate to ignore the more important contribution of gauge interaction. However, we have showed that, if one adopts the instantaneous approximation and meanwhile includes the complete gauge boson propagator, the dynamical fermion mass exhibits infrared divergence.
We have revisited this problem and employed a new approximation to calculate the DSE for dynamical fermion mass. Under the new approximation, both the longitudinal and transverse components of gauge interaction are incorporated, and the results obtained from in the DSE are free of infrared divergence. To further examine the validity of the new approximation, we have also make a comparison to the results obtained directly at zero temperature. In summary, our calculations have showed that the new approximation leads to more reliable results for the dynamical fermion mass than the widely used instantaneous approximation.
The existence of infrared divergence is not special to the issue of dynamical mass generation in finite temperature QED 3 . Indeed, similar divergence appears in a number of interacting gauge field theories. For instance, Lee calculated the fermion damping rate caused by gauge interaction within an effective non-relativistic U(1) gauge field theory, and found non-Fermi liquid behavior at zero temperature [70] . Nevertheless, the fermion damping rate diverges at finite temperature [70] . Recently, analogous divergence is also found in QED 3 defined at finite temperature and finite chemical potential [58] . We hope the approach proposed and used in this paper could provide useful insight into this problem.
Confinement is an important feature of QED 3 . It is known from previous studies [11, 20, 21] that whether this model is confining depends crucially on the behavior of the polarization function in the low energy regime, which is in turn determined by the dynamical fermion mass. It would be interesting to apply the new approximation proposed here to carefully calculate the polarization function at finite T by including the impact of dynamical fermion mass, and then to evaluate the critical temperature for the confinement-deconfinement transition, following the schemes presented in Refs. [11, 20, 21] . It would also be interesting to examine whether confinement and dynamical fermion mass generation take place simultaneously by analyzing the behavior of wave function renormalization [11] . To address these issues, one needs to incorporate the wave function renormalization and the vertex functions in the DSEs, which are subjected to future research.
Expression for general k0 and general Γ
Starting from the effective fermion propagator given by Eq. (9), we write the polarization functions Π 00 and Π ii in the following forms
where k 0 = (2n + 1)π/β and q 0 = 2πn ′ /β with n and n ′ being integers, to the leading order of 1/N -expansion. Substituting Eq. (9) into Eqs. (A1) and (A2), and then using the Feynman parametrization formula
we can get
with
]. When δ = 0, the frequency summation cannot be carried out precisely. There are two ways to make δ = 0. First, q 0 = 0, corresponding to the static limit. Second, Γ = 0, corresponding to the clean limit of the system (without any disorder). Next we calculate the polarization functions in these two cases respectively.
Calculation of polarization functions in the limit q0 = 0
For a general constant Γ, we have
where X = β 2π Γ and Y = β 2π l 2 + m 2 0 + x(1 − x)q 2 . Summing over n, it is easy to get
which then leads to
Substituting the expressions of S i into Eqs. (A8) and (A9), we have
where C q = x (1 − x) q 2 and F 1 (t, T, Γ) = Im ψ(
) . Now we are interested in the limiting behavior of Π 00 and Π ii at zero temperature. As T → 0, we know that
Therefore, at zero temperature the polarization functions can be written as
with K 1 = m 2 0 + x(1 − x)q 2 and K 2 = 4 (Γ 2 + m 2 0 ) + q 2 . 
where X = β 2π xq 0 and Y = β 2π l 2 + m 2 0 + x(1 − x) (q 2 0 + q 2 ). Carrying out the frequency summation yields
It is then straightforward to obtain 
where B q = x(1 − x)q 2 , B ′ q = x(1 − x)q 2 0 , and t = l 2 + m 2 0 + x(1 − x) (q 2 0 + q 2 ). Here, F 2 (x, q 0 , t, T ) = Im ψ( 
